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THE HIGHLIGHTS
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GALA DINNER

While The AFRICA CEO FORUM 2023 underlined the

urgent need for the African continent to see great

champions emerge, the 2023 Awards Ceremony was

one of the highlights of this edition dedicated to

African excellency. Attended by 900 participants, the

gala was an opportunity to honor 250 companies,

investors, and CEOs nominated for our five awards!

Applauded by the continent's top business leaders

and decision-makers, our winners, selected by a high-

level jury, received their awards and delivered

powerful messages and vibrant testimonials to

Africa's enormous potential.

AFRICAN CHAMPION, ARISE / DISRUPTER OF THE

YEAR, MPHARMA / THE GENDER LEADER, JANNGO /

LOCAL IMPACT CHAMPION, AFRICA FINANCE

CORPORATION / CEO OF THE YEAR, Delphine Traoré,

CEO OF ALLIANZ AFRICA.
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LEADERS VOICES | H.E. Patrick Achi & H.E. Aziz 

Akhannouch

To improve its integration into global value chains (GVCs),

Africa must not only put in place public policies that support

local transformation but also increase its productivity,

develop its infrastructure, and attract more private

investment.

Governments and the private sector need to work together

and by sharing roles. For Patrick Achi, who is leading Côte

d’Ivoire’s strategy for integration into the GVCs through

agricultural raw materials (cocoa, cashew nuts, rubber), "the

role of the government is to create the basic infrastructure

and a favorable regulatory ecosystem”. It is up to the private

sector to invest in selected seeds, fertilizers, mechanization,

access to market, and marketing.” Aziz Akhannouch, Head of

the Moroccan government, explained that in addition to

providing basic public services, "the government will have to

contribute one-third of the investments while the private

sector will contribute two-thirds as part of
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the Kingdom's policy of economic sovereignty, which
focuses on agriculture, health, industrial, and energy
sector”. Both countries are facing declining private 
investment due to interest rate inflation. Finally, the
AfCFTA represents a historic opportunity to build
continental value chains, and thus capitalize on the
world's largest common market.

CONVERSATION WITH | Samaila Zubairu & 

Guido Brusco

Given that Africa only emits three percent of the 

world's carbon emissions, Africa's priority is not 

decarbonization but rather the avoidance of future 

emissions. In addition to its enormous renewable

energy potential, the continent must be able to draw

on its large gas and biomass reserves to achieve

universal access to electricity and industrialize it.

Guido Brusco and Samaila Zubairu are in complete

agreement on the need
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for a "gradual transition" to cleaner energies.

However, according to Chairman and CEO of Africa 

Finance Corporation, "the main challenge to be met is

the financing of energy infrastructure, which requires

$25 billion a year for gas alone". The mobilization of

domestic resources (pension and insurance funds) is

one of the major levers advocated by Mr Zubairu :

"We have, for example, set up a pilot project in

Nigeria aimed at mobilizing long-term financing from

local sources, an experiment that we intend to

duplicate in other African countries". Using mixed

finance to de-risk projects is a good way of attracting

private institutional actors. Governments also need to

use part of their foreign exchange reserves locally.

Financing energy projects also require larger African

banks, which means increasing local processing.
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PANEL | Free movement of capital: Forging ahead 

against all odds

The free movement of capital in Africa has benefited from

two major recent advances. PAPSS, which allows payments in

local currencies, thereby reducing the continent's chronic

reliance on the dollar, should boost cross-border capital

movements tenfold. In addition, the AELP now connects

seven stock exchanges. The next challenge will be to

implement technologies that are compatible between

countries (interoperability) and offer greater security in the

face of cyber threats. Alain Lau Min, CEO of MCB, adds that

"major investments are needed in the harmonization of legal

and regulatory frameworks to comply with the highest

standards". Regional cooperation should also enable central

banks' digital currencies to be used in several countries at

once, a possibility whose "feasibility I am skeptical about"

says Mark Price, Regional Director, Financial Markets at

Standard Chartered. On the other hand, he has more faith in

the "tokenization" of mineral resources. This solu-

tion would enable countries to materialize real assets

(minerals, oil) in the digital world, tokens that could

then be accessed by investors on the stock markets or

used as means of payment.

CEO TALK | From 300 to 3,000: The road to 

one billion in revenue

To help champions emerge, governments and private

entrepreneurs need to start by defining a clear vision,

quantified targets and putting in place a roadmap to

monitor progress. Simon Tiemtore, Chairman of Vista

Group Holding, says he is "scouring the national

development plans of African countries for

investment opportunities", a sign that the willingness

of governments to act is directly benefiting the private

sector. Kuseni Dlamini, Chairman of Massmart

Holding, calls for an "African-style Marshall Plan", and

sees the industrial policies put in place by Japan and

South Korea at the start of their economic -
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take-off as models to be followed. He went on to

explain that the group he heads has grown from six

shops in the late 1980s to $5 billion in turnover today,

thanks to "a visionary founder who emulated the

practices of the giant Walmart to offer his African

customers quality products at competitive prices".

Pointing out that the role of the government is not

limited to infrastructure development, Corneille

Karekezi praised South Africa's policy of holding the

private sector to account in terms of staff training,

adding that "Africa RE devotes 2% of its turnover each

year to training its employees". In addition to the

shortage of talent, he adds that the continent also has

to overcome the lack of instruments for financing

projects in local currency. This is a problem that also

affects Hassanein Hiridjee, CEO of Axian Group: "to

finance our acquisition in Tanzania last year, we had

to issue a $500 million bond in the United States,

which creates a currency mismatch problem". Most of

the panelists saw the introduction of a common

African currency as a "powerful game changer",

although they did not underestimate the -

difficulties associated with regulatory harmonization in

particular...

FUTURE OF BUSINESS | Revolutionising Africa’s

core industries

This year the AFRICA CEO FORUM created a unique

movement bringing together top stakeholders in the African

tech ecosystem under one roof. Africa’s top startup CEOs,

innovators and VCs travelled to join our Forum, connect with

Africa's most influential companies and speak at different

moments of the forum to spur innovation in Africa's private

sector. They also forge understanding and business alignment

through exclusive events and workshops, notably through our

partnerships with I3 powered by the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation, She Wins Africa powered by the IFC, and Jeune

Afrique.
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AFRICA CEO FORUM countries
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EUROPE
20,6%

MIDDLE EAST
1,9%AMERICAS
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225 SPEAKERS
from 39 COUNTRIES

26%

69 Ministers

Women

AFRICA CEO FORUM COMMUNITY



H.E Wamkele 
MENE

Secretary General

African Continental 
Free Trade Area

H.E Patrice 
TROVOADA
Prime Minister

Sao Tomé & 
Principe

H.E Joseph DION 
NGUTE

Prime Minister

Cameroon

H.E Alain-Claude 
BILLIE-BY-NZE

Prime Minister

Gabon

H.E Monica 
GEINGOS

First Lady

Namibia

H.E. Patrick ACHI 
Prime Minister, Head 

of Government

Ivory Coast

THE HEADLINERS

H.E Aziz 
AKHANNOUCH
Head of Government

Kingdom of 
Morocco

Political Leaders
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Makhtar DIOP
Managing DIrector

IFC

Samaila 
ZUBAIRU

President & CEO

AFC

Abebe Aemro 
SELASSIE

Director of African 
Department

IMF

Françoise 
LOMBARD

Managing Director

PROPARCO

Prof. Benedict 
ORAMAH

President & CEO

AFREXIMBANK

Finance
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Jeremy AWORI
CEO

ECOBANK

Simon TIEMTORE
President

VISTA GROUP 
HOLDING

Mustafa RAWJI
CEO

RAWBANK

Corneille 
KAREKEZI

CEO

AFRICAN 
REINSURANCE 
CORP. GROUP

Aida DIARRA
Vice President Senior 

Sub Saharan Africa

VISA

Delphine 
TRAORÉ

CEO

ALLIANZ AFRICA

Banking & Insurance
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Luc RIGOUZZO
Managing Partner

AMETHIS

Moustapha SOW
CEO

SF CAPITAL

Mareme DIENG
Lead Africa

500 GLOBAL

James M 
MWORIA
CEO & MD

CENTUM 
INVESTMENT 

COMPANY PLC

Investment Funds
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Soren TOFT
CEO

MSC

Portia Joy DERBY
Group CEO

TRANSNET

Philippe 
LABONNE

President

AFRICA GLOBAL 
LOGISTICS

Thomas 
THEEUWEUS

Managing Director 
Central & West Africa

MAERSK

Yacouba HIEN 
SIE

General Director

PORT AUTONOME 
D’ABIDJAN

Logistics & Transports
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Hardy PEMHIWA
President & CEO

CASSAVA 
TECHNOLOGIES

Tunny BAO
Vice President

HUAWEI

Hassanein 
HIRIDJEE

CEO

AXIAN GROUP

Jean-Philippe 
GILLET

Vice President Senior 
Global Sales, Media & 

Réseaux

INTELSAT

Jérôme HENIQUE
CEO 

ORANGE MIDDLE 
EAST & AFRICA SA

Zineb KAITOUNI
CEO

DABADOC

Miishe ADDY
CEO

JETSTREAM AFRICA

Digital, Telecom & Fintech
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Guido BRUSCO
General Manager – 
Natural Resources

ENI

Olelakan 
AKINYANMI

CEO

LEKOIL

Ahmadou 
BAKAYOKO

CEO

CIE

Valerie LEVKOV
Senior Vice President, 
Africa, Middle-East & 
east Mediterranean

EDF

Nina Birgitte 
KOCH

Vice President Africa

EQUINOR

Ronan HUITRIC
Vice President 

business Development

TOTAL ENERGIES
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Kate FOTSO
CEO

TELCAR COCOA

Rita ZNIBER
CEO

DIANA HOLDING

Mohamed 
JAMALI

CEO

OCP AFRICA

Ramesh 
MOOCHIKAL

CEO

AFRICA IMPROVED 
FOODS

Yeo ZIOBEIETON
Managing Director 

West Africa

FANMILK

Agribusiness



Making headline news 

AROUND THE GLOBE

+ 1000
articles published

2.50 B
off and online 

reach

250
journalists attended

+70
media partners 



ONLINE BUZZ

+1.3M
Newsletter suscribers

+32K
Email database

ONLINE REACH

SOCIAL MEDIA
REACH

+655K
reach

+18K
Engagements

+116K
following



A taste of THE AFRICA CEO FORUM 2023

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApaD3ZIAmC8&ab_channel=THEAFRICACEOFORUM


THANK 
YOU TO 
OUR 
SPONSORS

Co Host Host-Country 
Country

Main sponsor

Diamond

Invest In

Platinum



Gold

Partners

Industry Partners



Institutional partners Awards

Knowledge partners Gala

International 
Official Carrier

Registration
partner

Media partners

Networking
partner



READY 
FOR 2024 



SEE YOU SOON!

INFORMATION
info@theafricaceoforum.com

REGISTRATION
register@theafricaceoforum.com

SPONSORING
partners@theafricaceoforum.com

mailto:info@theafricaceoforum.com
mailto:register@theafricaceoforum.com
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